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Surf Thru Express Car Wash Opens Second Location  

in Tucson Market 
 

Company offers free car washes so customers can experience the Surf Thru difference. 

 

Tucson, AZ (December 15, 2015) – Surf Thru Express Car Wash is pleased to announce the 

opening of their second location in the Tucson market at 35 S. Pantano Rd. at the intersection of 

Broadway Blvd. This is Surf Thru Express Car Wash’s eighth location including two location in 

Tucson and six locations in California.  

 

As part of the grand opening Surf Thru Express Car Wash is providing the first 15,000 car 

washes for free at the Pantano location so customers can experience the difference of a state of 

the art facility and superior customer service. “Our customer reviews always point out that we 

have the friendliest employees around and we want everyone to experience the difference a smile 

can make,” said co-owner Todd Gall.  

 

While all drive through express car washes may appear to be the same they can in fact be 

dramatically different. Surf Thru Express Car Wash is at the high-end of the express car wash 

market. The differences include the quality of the equipment, the frequency of cleaning the 

interior of the car wash and customer service along with water conversation and environmental 

impact policies. “The Surf Thru Express model is something that most people in Tucson have not 

experienced. We spare no expense on the equipment that cleans your car and we wash the tunnel 

every day. Have you ever looked at the inside of a car wash tunnel? If it’s not clean it’s like 

washing your car in a dirty bathtub,” said Gall.  

 

Surf Thru Express Car Wash is a WaterSavers car wash facility and an industry leader in 

recycling and reclaiming water. Washing your car at home or going to an older facility can use 

up to 120 gallons of water to wash a car. Surf Thru Express Car Wash far exceeds industry 

standards in saving water. In addition, when you wash your car at home you wash brake dust, 

oils, fluids, dirt and grim directly into the storm drain, which is a serious threat to our rivers, 

oceans, lakes and sources of water. At Surf Thru Express Car Wash this “muck” is filtered out, 

stored and properly disposed.  

 

It's also important for Surf Thru Express to have a positive impact in the community. “We have 

hired 35 people so far in the Tucson area and we will hire more as we grow and expand,” said 

Gall. Applicants can apply online at www.surfthruexpress.com. Surf Thru Express Car Wash 

also offers local 501-3c nonprofits fund raising opportunities through various programs including 

discount coupons and gift card programs.  

 

More information is available at www.surfthruexpress.com. 
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